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Abstract. The presence of scaling variables in experimental observables provide very valuable indications of

the dynamics underlying a given physical process. In the last years, the search for geometric scaling, that is

the presence of a scaling variable which encodes all geometrical information of the collision as well as other

external quantities as the total energy, has been very active. This is motivated, in part, for being one of the

genuine predictions of the Color Glass Condensate formalism for saturation of partonic densities. Here we

extend these previous findings to the case of experimental data on elliptic flow. We find an excellent scaling

for all centralities and energies, from RHIC to LHC, with a simple generalization of the scaling previously

found for other observables and systems. Interestingly, the case of the photons, di�cult to reconcile in most

formalisms, nicely fit the scaling curve. We discuss on the possible interpretations of this finding in terms of

initial or final state e�ects.

1 Introduction

The discovery of a sizable elliptic flow in AA collisions,

first observed at RHIC [1, 2] and later at LHC [3], turned

up as an experimental major breakthrough. The observed

anisotropic flow can exclusively be understood if the mea-

sured particles in the final state depend not only on the

physical conditions realized locally at their production

point, but also on the global geometry of the event. This

non-local information can solely emerge as a collective ef-

fect, requiring strong interaction among the relevant de-

grees of freedom, i.e. quarks and gluons. The study of

higher harmonics has also shown very interesting features,

including the ridge structure seen in AA collisions [4–7],

pPb collisions [8, 9] and also in high multiplicity pp colli-

sions [10]. The conventional understanding of the ridge is

simply related to flow harmonics in a hydrodynamic sce-

nario, where the description of the pPb ridge and, spe-

cially, the high multiplicity pp ridge is a challenge. The

question is whether an initial state e�ect could determine

the ridge structure. Or, in other words, if the elliptic flow

is an initial state e�ect or, on the contrary, a final state

e�ect amenable to a hydrodynamic description [11–21].

Along these lines, we study the possibility that an initial

state property, as geometrical scaling due to gluon satura-

tion, was preserved in a similar scaling in the elliptic flow.

Similar questions related to how hydrodynamic descrip-

tions could fit scaling laws observed in �2 have already

been raised [22].

ae-mail: pajares@fpaxp1.usc.es

2 Geometrical scaling in multiplicity
distributions

Our work is based on a previous result, the geometrical

scaling of multiplicity distributions in pp, pA and AA col-

lisions [23–27], namely,
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being NA the number of wounded nucleons. �(s) and the

proton saturation momentum are given, respectively, by

the equations,
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Figure 1. (Colour online.) Multiplicity dependence on
�

s. pp

data from [31–37] (circles), CuCu (triangles) and AuAu (stars)

from [38], PbPb (star) from [39]. Curves obtained from eq. (17):

(NA � 1, A � 1) for pp (grey line); (NA � 50, A � 63) for CuCu

(blue line); and (NA � 175, A � 200) for AuAu�PbPb (red line).

Color online.

with Q0 � 1 GeV, W �
�

s � 10�3,
�

s0 � 245 GeV and

� � 0�27.

The function �(s) in (4) has to do with energy conser-

vation in the multiparticle production process. In gluon

saturation models, as in the glasma picture of the color

glass condensate or in string percolation, color flux tubes

(strings) are formed, which subsequently give rise to par-

ticles via fragmentation. Even at moderate high energies

(RHIC energies) the number of color strings is very large

for central heavy ion collisions. The fragmentation of

strings requires a minimum of energy, around 0�5 GeV,

to create at least a couple of hadrons. However, the to-

tal available energy is A
�

s which, at low and interma-

diate energies, is not enough to share with such a large

number of strings. Asymptotically, the function �(s) goes

to 1�3 and
�
QA

s

�2
for central collisions behaves, as usual,

like A1�3. This parametrization of �(s) has been previ-

ously used in the framework of percolation of strings to

describe the multiplicity distributions of pp and AA colli-

sions at all centralities and rapidities and at SPS, RHIC and

LHC energies [28, 29]. The scale
�

s0 indicates when the

energy-momentum conservation e�ects become small and

the behaviour of the e�ective number of collisions starts to

change from NA to N4�3
A . The validity of this parametriza-

tion was tested in previous studies [30] and the results are

shown in Fig. 1 and 2 in the form of fits to multiplicity

distributions as a function of energy and centrality, respec-

tively.

In Fig. 3, the overall geometrical scaling for all projec-

tiles, targets and energies is shown. A reasonable scaling

is observed in the range 0�2 � � � 1. Detailed studies

of the scaling have been previously done [23–26] show-

ing di�erent ratios of di�erent type of collisions, specially

for heavy ion collisions which are the main concern of our

work.

Figure 2. (Colour online.) Multiplicity dependence on central-

ity (the number of participating nucleons Npart � 2NA where

NA is the number of participants per nucleus). CuCu (triangles)

and AuAu (stars) data from [38], and PbPb (circles) from [39].

Curves: (
�

s � 22.4, 62.4, 200 GeV) for CuCu (blue), (
�

s �

19.6, 62.4, 130, 200 GeV) for AuAu (green), and (
�

s � 2.76,

3.2, 3.9, 5.5 TeV) for PbPb (red). Color online.

Figure 3. (Colour online.) Charged particle multiplicity per par-

ticipant in the pseudorapidity range 0�2 � � � 1�4 for all the

heavy ion collisions considered [40–43] versus � for � � 0�27.

3 Geometrical scaling of the elliptic flow

In order to relate the geometrical scaling of the transverse

momentum distribution, equation (1), with the scaling of

the elliptic flow, we define an azimuthal angle saturation

momentum, QA
s�. As, on average, the gluon density is

larger for smaller R� (smaller �), we assume
�
QA

s�

�2 �
1�R2

�. In addition, QA
s� should be proportional to the in-

verse of the mean free path, �m f p, normalized to the length

size of the scattering, L, i.e. inversely proportional to the

Knudsen number kn �
�m f p

L . Therefore, we can write:

�
QA

s�

�2 � L
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1
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As kn �
�m f p

L is very small for heavy nuclei collisions,

�
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s�
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� ��
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.

Now, the scaling variable, p2
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be replaced by
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As the integrated transverse momentum distributions

decrease strongly with pT , and �
�
QA

s�

�2
� is much smaller

than
�
QA

s

�2
, the contribution of the additional term to these

distributions, concerning the geometrical scaling, is negli-

gible. However, this term is responsible of the scaling of

the elliptic flow. In fact,
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Expanding F(��) in powers of R2
� � R2 and retaining

the first non-vanishing term, we have,
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where we approximate L � R.
Denoting by
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we have
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which is the scaling law we were looking for, where
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being RA the radius of the nucleus and L the length as-

sociated to the size of the collision area at a given impact

parameter and energy. Indeed, the product QA
s L is the in-

verse of the Knudsen number, kn, i.e., the mean free path

normalized to the length measured as the number of scat-

tering centers.


1 is a measure of the eccentricity of the collision. It

does not depend on the distribution of scattering centers

(partons or nucleons) in the transverse plane and it is de-

termined only by the almond shape of the collision at a

given impact parameter.

The scaling law obtained for �2 is based exclusively

on two ingredients: the geometrical scaling of transverse

momentum distributions for � � 1 (intial state e�ect) and

the assumption for the azimuthal saturation momentum (6)

which encodes all the angle dependence. The main ques-

tion is whether the assumption (6) can be considered as a

natural consequence of the structure of the initial state or,

on the contrary, it is a final state e�ect. On the one hand,

the possibility of domains of color flux tubes or clusters of

strings having di�erent azimuthal angles, has been pointed

out in several approaches [15–17, 20]. This would be the

origin of the ridge structure. In this inital state approach

the equation (6) is a natural assumption. On the other

hand, the mean free path or the Knudsen number of equa-

tion (6) can be regarded as a measure of the path needed

to way out the collision and, consequently, as a measure of

the energy lost by the partons produced in the fragmenta-

tion of a color flux tube (or in a cluster of strings) interact-

ing with the color field of other color flux tubes [21].

4 Comparison with experimental results

In Fig. 4 (a) we plot the measured values of �2(pT ) for Au-

Au collisions for di�erent centralities at RHIC [44] and for

PbPb collisions at LHC [45] divided by the product 
1QA
s L

computed for each centrality and energy. We take the usual

values of b and NA for each centrality to compute 
1 and

QA
s using the equations (14), (15) and (3) respectively. L is

a measure of the number of longitudinal scatterings, which

in the Glauber model is proportional to N1�3
A . Nevertheless,

we use (1 � N1�3
A )�2, which is used by most of the strings

models as dual parton model [46, 47], quark gluon string

model [48], Venus [49] or EPOS [50]. The solid black line

corresponds to a fit to these data, given by

�2


1QA
s L

� a�b	 (16)

where a � 0�1264 � 0�0076 and b � 0�404 � 0�025.

The Fig. 4 shows that this scaling is satisfied.

In order to see the quality of this scaling we show in

Fig. 4 (b) the ratio of Pb-Pb 10-20 % at 2.76 TeV, Pb-Pb

40-50 % at 2.76 TeV, Au-Au 20-30% at 200 GeV and Au-

Au 30-40% at 200 GeV over Pb-Pb 30-40% at 2.76 TeV as

a function of �. All the ratios lie in the range 0�8�1�15 for

the whole � considered, showing that the scaling is quite

good (most of the experimental error data are of the order

of 10%).

Changing the eccenticity, 
1, by the usual eccentricity,


 � ��2 � x2����2 � x2�, or by the participant eccentricity,

the scaling is not satisfied for both Monte-Carlo Glauber

and Color Glass distributions.

Assuming that the �2 scaling can be extended to pp

collisions, we compute the elliptic flow as a function of

the trasnsverse momentum, �2(pT ), for � � 1. In Fig. 5 we
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Figure 4. (Color online.) (a) �2 divided by the product �1QA
s L

for 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40% and 40-50% Au-Au collisions at

200 GeV [44], for 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40% and 40-50% Pb-Pb

collisions at 2.76 GeV [45] in terms of �. The solid black line is

a fit to data according to (16). (b) Ratio of Pb-Pb 10-20%, Pb-Pb

40-50% at 2.76 TeV [45], Au-Au 20-30% and Au-Au 30-40% at

200 GeV [44] over Pb-Pb 30-40% at 2.76 TeV [45] versus �.

Figure 5. (Color online.) �2 prediction for pp collisions at
�

s �
14 TeV for impact parameters values of b � 0�5 fm (solid black

curve) and b � 0�7 fm (dashed red curve) as a function of pT .

Figure 6. (Color online.) �2 divided by the product �1QA
s L for

direct photons at 0-20% and 20-40% Au-Au collisions at 200

GeV [54] and direct photons at 0-40% Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76

GeV [55] plotted as a function of �. The solid black line is a fit

to data according to (16).

show our predictions for
�

s � 14 TeV and for impact pa-

rameters values of b � 0�5 fm and b � 0�7 fm.The �2(pT )

obtained is much smaller than the computed one using hot

spots inside the proton [51] and only slightly smaller than

the one found considering usual impact parameter distri-

butions [52, 53]. For b � 0�7 the multiplicity would not be

very di�erent from the minimum bias which in many mod-

els is predicted to be around 7�2 at central rapidity [28].

We have not included in our analysis the �2 data on

pPb collisions due to the uncertainties in the values of NA

at a given impact parameter. Moreover, in this stage of

our research, we have not studied the scaling for specified

particles. As far as geometrical scaling is satisfied for �, �

and p [25], we expect that there will also be a �2 scaling

for identified particles, using mT � m instead of pT . In

this way, we could compute �2(pT ) of any particle whose

momentum distribution verifies the scaling.

In addition, since direct photon production satisfies ge-

ometrical scaling [27], its elliptic flow may be of the same

size and pT shape of the rest of particles. In order to

check this point, in Fig. 6 we plot the ALICE preliminary

data [55] and the PHENIX data [54] at di�erent centrali-

ties. PHENIX collaboration quote two di�erent points at

the same pT and centrality obtained by di�erent analysis

methods (BBC and RXN detectors). In any case, we ob-

serve that the data are close to the scaling curve.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that the experimental data on the eliptic

flow of charged particles for Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions

for di�erent centralities at RHIC and LHC energies satisfy

a scaling law. The photon data, despite their large uncer-

tainties, also satisfy this scaling. Other than the eccentric-

ity, this scaling law involves the number of scatterings and

a function which depends only on p2
T �

�
QA

s

�2
. The number
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of scatterings in the only involved quantity in relation with

final state e�ects. The rest has to do with the geometry and

gluon saturation.

The scaling law obtained can be related to the known

geometrical scaling of the transverse momentum distribu-

tions by encoding the azimuthal dependence is a new satu-

ration momentum which, besides this angular dependece,

is proportional to the number of scatterings. This satura-

tion momentum can be interpreted as the lost of momen-

tum of a parton in its way out of the collision.

It would be interesting to look for a scaling law simil-

iar to (13) for the rest of the harmonic moments. The to-

tal distribution might factorize in two terms: one with the

product of the number of scatterings and a scaling function

on p2
T �

�
QA

s

�2
and the other with the sum of the products

of the di�erent eccentricities with the corresponding az-

imuthal dependence.
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